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Cloudy. High 50s F,
low 20s F. 80 percent
chance ol rain.

Bowling Green State University

SGA senators postpone elections until fall quarter
by Kyi* Sllvart
News staff reporter

For the first time in at least a
decade, Student Government Association elections will be held fall quarter.
An amendment to the existing constitution was passed at last night's
SGA meeting, for which 10 senators
sent proxies.
Only one member of the executive
council, State and Community Affairs
Coordinator Clint Yinger, attended,
because the other executives were
asked to attend the peformance of
cellist Yo Yo Ma, which was

dedicated to University President
Hollis Moore.
The amendment states that a steering committee will be appointed to
develop a new constitution, which will
be passed to the Elections and Opinions Board to be put on a campuswide ballot by the 10th week of this
quarter.
MEANWHILE, current SGA
members will continue their terms.
Elections for new SGA members will
be held by the fifth week of fall
quarter.
Gregg DeCrane, director of student
organizations and new programs, said

that in the 11 years he has been at the
University, elections always have
been held in the spring.
Even if the new constitution should
not pass, elections probably still will
be held in the fall, Senator Steve
Elcnert said.
"THE STEERING committee could
submit another constitution," he said.
"Hopefully it won't revert to the administration."
A 15-percent voter turnout was
discussed at the meeting, but Elchert
said he was not positive if that is the
mandatory number.

"Fifteen-percent has been the
number people have been bringing
up," he said, explaining that different
elections have various recommended
voter turnouts.
"I'M NOT totally sure what would
happen if they don't get enough
votes," he said. "That's why playing
with numbers is such a risky game."
Chairperson of the Senate Beth
Ellenberger, who chaired the
meeting, said the steering committee,
which has not yet been formed, would
be set up by the legislative branch and
enacted by the executives.

Tentatively, the committee will be
composed of seven organizational
representatives, four senators, four
students-at-large and two SGA executives, she said.
"You can see that present SGA
members will not be in the majority,"
Senator Jim Harpen said.
REFERRING to the amendment as
"the closest thing to abolishment
without actual abolishment," Harpen
said, "I'm glad that it passed."
Ellenberger also said she was
satisfied with the senate's decision.
"I'm happy that it passed," she
said. "This is the best action."

Inter-fraternity Council President
Greg Burner, who at the last meeting
advocated abolishing SGA, said, "I
still like the idea of disbandment, but
is it really practical in this case"
HOWEVER, Senator Everett
Gallagher opposed the amendment
and voted against it
"It's Just extending our terms and
we're, in effect, Just putting ourselves
back in office. I don't fed the
mechanism ... is the best one. We
were elected for one year."
Gallagher added that the student
code provides for one-year terms of
office.

$3.3 million stolen from bank
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - Bank of- THE ROBBERS, wearing Halloficials said Thursday the $3.3 million ween and stocking masks and
robbery of a First National Bank of operating from a van painted to
Arizona branch - largest cash bank resemble a telephone company truck,
robbery in the nation's history - may jumped janitor Charles Virgil In the
have been an "inside Job." And a bank parking lot, then captured bank
newspaper reported police had manager John H. Grainger Jr., Investigators said.
suspects in the case.
A bank spokesman said an audit
determined that $3.3 million in cash They threatened to kill both men
was taken in Wednesday's stickup and their wives unless Grainger openshortly before the bank opened for ed the vault where cash for the bank's
business. He said the audit was made other branches is kept overnight,
to end speculation about how much police said, and Grainger complied.
was taken. At first the bank declined In less than 20 minutes, they stuffed
comment on the amount.
the cash inside into a black laundrySources close to the case, who asked type bag, three knitted bags, a travel
not to be identified, said the methods bag and several money sacks, loaded
used and the robbers' comments dur- it into the van and fled.
ing the robbery suggest the likelihood
of an "inside Job."
THE GUNMEN, who investigators
"DO WE THINK it's an inside job?" said had two revolvers, two automatic
bank Vice President Charles Hemann pistols and a shotgun, drove off in the
said in Phoenix. "That possibility is van, which they abandoned at a shopnever ruled out in any robbery."
ping center 10 blocks away, apparentThe FBI and police refused to com- ly transferring the money to another
ment on the copyright report in the vehicle or vehicles.
Tucson Citizen that authorities have
suspects in the case, but one FBI One bank official said he believes
agent told the paper the robbers the robbery was an "inside Job"
definitely had come into Arizona from because the robbers knew the bank
out of state.
was used as a cash storage point for
Investigators told the newspaper the other 27 branches and when the
that two of the gunmen may have been vault's timelock went off. They also
convicted bank robbers and bad intimate knowledge of the
murderers from California who bad building and of bank personnel, inbeen in Phoenix until the last week or cluding when they arrived for work,
two, then came to Tucson.
be said.

»taH photo by Scott Kttltr

Anxiously waiting for her mother to return from the store, Dottle Fields, 5, Napoleon Road, peers out from behind a screen.

Partials still a problem
by Marie Clsterlno
News statt reporter

Five officers soon to be added to city police force
force since last July. The fifth officer officers will be chosen from the rewill be added to replace Officer Frank mainder."
The State Civil Service Test for the
Hesslinger who died last Thursday.
Five new police officers will be addAsh said 80 of the 97 applicants for fifth position on the force will be given
ed to the Bowling Green; Police Force the first four Jobs took the required in three or four weeks, David
Wilmarth, city personnel director,
daring the next few months.
avU Service Test.
Ctty Police Chief Galen Ash said the
said.
first four officers are being added to
"TWENTY-SEVEN out of the 80
"We have an officer checking out
the force in May to boost manpower.
They are the first additions to the flunked the test," Ash said. "The four the backgrounds (of the candidates
by Deve Whitman
News staff reporter

for the first four Jobs)," Ash said.
"Last Thursday and Friday the top
six went out to the University for
psychological testing."
The final decision will be made by
Mayor Alvin Perkins on the basis of
the psychological tests, personal interviews and recommendations by
Ash and Wilmarth, Ash said.

Women arrested for disrupting abortion hearing
WASHINGTON (AP)-Slx members
of a women's liberation group were
arrested yesterday for disrupting a
Senate bearing which opened a prospectively long and brutal battle over
giving fetuses full constitutional
rights. Critics say the measure would
equate abortion with murder.
Five doctors concurred in their
teatimony-as put most simply by Dr.
Hymie Gordon of the Mayo CUnlctbat "Life is present from the moment
of conception."
Three women, who said they were
members of the Women's Liberation
Zap Action Brigade, then jumped atop

their chairs and shouted: "Stop these
hearings. What about the lives of
women?"
The three were arrested on charges
of disrupting a committee of Congress. Later, three others who said
they belonged to the group were also
arrested on the same charge.
THEY WERE among hundreds of
parsons who filed into one of the
largest hearing rooms on Capitol Hill
to witness the start of a fresh debate
on »**—"i** to reverse, by statute
rather than constitutional amendment, the 1973 Supreme Court ruling
legalizing abortions.

Outside, about 250 persons carrying Senate by Jesse Helms, like East, a
signs marched in favor of legalized conservative Republican from North
abortion. Across the street, anti- Carolina.
abortion advocates held a huge SEN. MAX BAUCUS (D-Mont), the
photograph of a fetus which they senior minority member on the
claimed had been "Killed by Abor- Senate Judiciary subcommittee,
tion."
headed by East, did not attend, but
protested that Democrats were denied
The issue is being tested in the the right to call their own witnesses.
Judiciary subcommittee on separaAbortion issues, Baucus wrote, are
tion of powers, beaded by Sen. John "complex and controversial" In a
East
rare public exposure of an internal
Senate disagreement, Baucus said
There were complaints that East abortion questions "demand a full and
had tilted the hearings in favor of anti- exhaustive bearing at which all sides
abortion forces led mainly in the are given an opportunity to testify."

people with the highest amount of
hours get first choice. Most instituUniversity students will continue to tions in Ohio and across the nation are
receive partial schedules each doing the same thing."
quarter if the administration adheres
to its flexible computer scheduling A STUDENT should learn to work
system which gives first class choices closely with his academic advisor to
determine the options available if reto students with the most hours.
He said that the University is unique quested classes are filled, be said.
in its scheduling options available to The lack of communication between
students because of the flexibility in students and faculty is resulting in
curriculum choices. Cary Brewer, course sign-ups that are either too difficult or are not a graduation requireUniversity registrar, said.
ment for the students.
"We've perceived that the flexibili- Brewer said that those students who
ty has been the main reason why receive under ten schedule hours have
students come to Bowling Green," appointment times to complete their
Brewer said. "They can change ma- houx loads before the others. Heissdjors and not have any problem. This vising students to get closed course
is not a flexibility that we nor the ad- cards and to be open minded to all
ministration or the faculty have, but course options whan pcepartng a
one that is flexible for the student schedule, in case they receive a parWith this process you wont get tial.
Brewer said that many students
everything you want"
believe the tuition paid for classes
STUDENTS TURN in their course also covers all scheduling iii|iaiam
requests to the Office of Registration But, the University is a non-profit
to be completed. Each students organisation funded partly by the
name, number of hours achieved, state of Ohio, he said, and the actual
class rank and course requests are tuition cost for each student is twice
entered Into the computer. Students as much as what Is being paid.
who have earned the highest number Because the state is cutting University funding and the cuts are not being
of hours are placed In classes first.
applied to student fees, there la a
Since placement is done randomly, reduction In the number of classes and
it does not matter how soon students faculty members, he said. For this
turn in request cards, he said.
reason, Brewer added, students can
"This la the fairest way to do be certain that partials still will be
scheduling," he said, "because the seen in future quarters.
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Opinion
And the SGA saga

Pro-choicer reacts to accusations

goes on and on...
TXXen we last left the Student Government Association's
" fsaga, the executive council and senate were disputing
over whether to cancel this quarter's elections.
Then last night they voted - elections are canceled.
But let's review the episodes of this endless series. Scene
I: There are enough candidates to hold the election, but
most of them are running unopposed.
Scene II: Suddenly, two senatorial candidates drop from
the race. Pandemonium strikes! There are not enough candidates to hold the election.
, Scene HI: Miraculously, the two candidates re-enter the
race after they "prove their point."
Scene IV: But the burning ship still is sinking. And in a
rescue attempt, SGA proposes to postpone the election until
fall. Presidential candidates are enraged.
Scene V: The smoldering ship washes ashore - the election is postponed. Meanwhile, the crew wants to save the
ship's remains and plans to set up a steering committee to
push the ship back out to sea.
Epilogue: Will there be enough new crew members to
shove off? Or will they stay stranded on the rocks forever?
Stay tuned for fatalities.

This is In response to two antisborti n responses to my pro-choice
focus srtlcle Friday, April 10. Both of
the responses talk confidently shout
"facts," and Judy Hoffbaner talks
about "scientific and medical
evidence."
The "evidence" used by the
"pro-life" movement is enlarged pictures of aborted fetuses st various
stages of development, accompanied
by descriptions of the various things
the fetuses can do at the various
stsges. No one denies the
physiological facts of fetal development - this is not where the debate
lies.
The issue is an ethical one: whether
or not these facts mean that it is immoral to end a fetus' life, taking into
account a woman's right to control
her own body, and other factors involved. The solution is not obvious:
ethical issues are not resolved by looking at pictures.
It's not too clear to me what ethical
theory non-Catholic "pro-lifers"
prescribe to, but one that seems
reasonable to me is utilitarianism:
act so as to encourage happiness for

Unpmmvmms^m^^

Focus
Terri Royed
University student

the greatest number. The "pro-lifecode of ethics seems to be Tir»t1*ilng
like "always reproduce, whatever the
resulting misery."
While they babble about respect for
life, they are concerned only with increasing the quantity of human life,
not improving quality. Why is it
"sick" to make sure mat all human
beings bom have the love, and attention, and financial support they need
to fulfill their potential and become
happy, healthy adults? I would say it

is a sick society which does not place would only be responsible and always
value on a person's "wantedness." on birth control devices, which axe
Animals can thoughtlessly reproduce. "as much as 90 percent effective!"
Humans plan.
Using her figures, any woman who
chooses to be sexually active has, in
If there were only no rape, and a 100 the next nine months, a 10 percent
percent effective and safe means of chance of becoming forced to
birth control, the abortion issue would sacrifice her autonomy, financial
go sway. But this is not the case, and security, progress toward life goals,
therefore those who really care about career progress, physical fitness and
high quality human life recognize the possibly mental well-being-all for the
need for legal abortion. This is why dubious goal of Increasing the number
Planned Parenthood, the largest of human beings on the planet
volunteer health agency in the counThis sacrifice is hardly trivial, and
try, is working in defense of abortion
rights, and lobbying against the many women will simply not go
through with it. Throughout history
"Human life Amendment."
women have aborted or attempted to
Both of my respondents and all of abort unwanted pregnancies, and they
"pro-life" literature treat a woman's win continue to do so until there is
right to control her life as trivial and foolproof contraception. The issue is
selfish. Bemadette Bednar tells us whether or not abortion will be safe
that we wouldn't need abortion if we and legal.

Generation gap theory growing old
The Ohio Chamber of Commerce's
Annual State Legislative Conference
was held in Columbus recently and as
Student Government's Representative to Bowling Green's Chamber of
Commerce, I had the opportunity to
travel with Its members and to participate in the conference.
The legislative conference was
designed to educate the city chamber
of commerces across the state of important issues that are going to play a
key role in the development and.
future of Ohio. The issues discussed
during panel sessions throughout the
day by legislative, business and state
administrative leaders ranged from
energy and environmental problems
in Ohio to the complex problems the
state is facing in financing higher
education.
On my way down to Columbus, I had
lengthy conversations with a number
of community leaders of Bowling
Green who are members of the City's
Chamber of Commerce.
The people I talked with were very
receptive to what I had to say and
were quite interested in how University students felt about certain past and
present Issues. They felt that there
was a strong need to work with the
University students in solving community problems. They were sincere
in listening to what I had to say.
At the legislative conference, I
spoke with a wide range of statewide

will be able to afford to go to college In
the future.
Often times in our society, we put a
lot of blame on the problems of poor
communication between generations.
You know the old "generation gap
Roger Weaver
theory." It is the theory you learn
SGA senator
when you're in high school that says,
"Theolder generation doesn't want to
leaders from The Honorable Paul listen to your problems and conGilmore, president of the Ohio Senate, cerns."
to Charles Heller, president of the
Ohio Power Company of Canton.
We, as college students, often carry
this theory into our collegiate days
The main topic of discussion with without realising that we no longer
these statewide leaders centered are part of tbe"generation gap," for
around the problems with state finan- we are the new generation. This
cing of higher education. We discuss- generation holds the key to answers of
ed what might be done in the future in today's problems and will dictate
the Ohio General Assembly to help what the future will bestow on generacorrect the situation. One only needs tions to come.
In talking with the so called "older
to pick up a local newspaper and look
at the recent tuition and housing in- generation" at the legislative concreases at the University to realize ference, I began to realize how importhe economic problems that higher tant the ideas and feelings of my
education is going through in the state fellow students are to these state and
local leaders. They took the time out
of Ohio.
of their busy schedule not just to gain
The vast majority of the people I my political concessions, but rather,
talked with also were very receptive because they realize like I do that the
to what I had to say concerning the future of this city, state, and country
issue of financing higher education. lies in the bands of our generation.
They were very interested in the
plight that college students are going Upon returning to Bowling Green, I
through in trying to make ends meet. realized that the "generation gap
Many of them shared my feelings of theory" that I had adhered to in my
skfptism about the future of higher pre-high school days is only a theory
education in Ohio and if my children that has grown old with age.

Focus

Letters.
UAO fumbles MSB
concert preparations
As concerned rock and roll fans
and students of BGSU, we feel that
there has been an issue on this campus which concerns all of us, but has
recently been avoided. The issue is, of
course, how badly we were taken advantage of by UAO when tickets for
the MSB concert went on sale, Thursday, April 9,1901.
The first fumble was when UAO let
ticket information leak out to a few
selected people. The second fumble
was when UAO decided to issue ticket
stubs instead of selling tickets in one
day. By selling the tickets on the first
day, UAO would have saved a lot of
hassles for all parties concerned.
Instead, the issuing of ticket stubs
caused people to come back In

swarms to wait for their number to be
called. Hence, the third fumble. Many
people missed two days of their
classes in order to obtain tickets. Is
UAO condoning the skipping of
classes?
As we have seen by now, the UAO
Concert Committee must revise their
methods of presenting concerts at
BGSU. Pronto.
Will UAO continue to fumble the
MSB concert?
As it looks now, we think so. The
concert starts at 10 p.m. and the doors
open at 8:30 p.m. So far, an opening
act has not been announced.
Surely, a crowd of 9,000 or more
MSB fans will act in their appropriate
party fashion.
KathyCassese
Patty OTJosaell

KateSehwarz
on-campos mailbox #0984
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This letter is in response to a Focus
column, authored by Jim Simler,
which appeared in the News on April
7,1981.1 was not fortunate enough to
have read Simler's first article on
nuclear power, nor Kenney's rebuttal.
I do, however, feel the need to keep
this Important issue before the
students, staff and faculty of the
University.

conservation of oil is the goal, we
should improve the efficiency of our
transportation systems where over 50
These subsidies, our federal tax percent of our oil Is consumed.
dollars at work, are being used to keep
Clearly the costs of nuclear power
the costs of nuclear power artificially
low. If left to stand on its own merits, do not Justify the expenditures. It is
nuclear power would obviously not be hardly the cheap, clean and depencost-effective. This is why the argu- dable fuel source that the Nuclear Inment that nuclear power is saving us dustry would like the American people to believe. These facts are based
money is such a fallacy.
Data from the Sierra Club indicate purely on economics.
that in 1979, nuclear power generated
only 12.5 percent of the electricity con- I will mention only in passing the
sumed in the United States. Since only potential shortages of uranium in the
10 percent of the oil consumed here Is near future, the potential for nuclear
used for electrical production, nuclear arms proliferation, the fact that no
power actually "saved" us little oil. If secure method for storing nuclear

and $8.5 billion for management of
wastes..." '

According to an unpublished
Department of Energy study, as
reported in the Washington Post on
Dec. 28, 1980, and I quote, "Nuclear DOONESBURY
power has received almost 840 billion
rmmum CNTHECOMW,
in federal subsidies the past 30 years
BE A LITHE PUKE. THING5
and would otherwise be twice as cost/Cr/NYOUR
WHENEVER
ly and unable to compete even with
SHOPSINCE
BEBiQUIEWR.
oil-fired electricity . . ." These sub- i THE SMOOTHS.
EH.SfKNG-

NaCS

Vol. 61

Anti-nuclearists heard
through peaceful acts

sidies include, again quoting from the
Poet, "$23.8 billion for research and
development, 8337.4 million to promote foreign reactor sales, $2.5 billion
for uranium market promotion, $7.1
billion in fuel enrichment pricing aid

,

FIELP?

wastes will be available even in the
near future, the potential for a repeat
of the Three Mile Island incident and
the fact that by continuing on a
nuclear path, we will be burdening
future generations with potentially
unsolvable problems.
These statements should be of concern to each and every one of us. Opponents of nuclear power - hang in
there! Through rational, peaceful actions we can be heard, we will be
beard!
Pad Banes
Graduate Assistant
Geography

by Garry Trudeau
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Respoiu
If you would like to romment on
something in the News or anything
of interest to the campus or community, write to the News.
Toe letter or guest column should
be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your address and
telephone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editor of The BG News, 108 University Hall.
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Newsbriefs.
Programs

Meetings
TOE FINANCE CLUB will meet Monday at 8 p.m. In
Roomiio of the Business Administration Building.

SENIOR CHALLENGE '81 MEMBERS are reminded to
pick up their name and pledge cards beginning Monday
at the Mileti Alumni Center from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. All
cards should be picked up before next Thursday. For
more information call 372-2701.

THE BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
SKATING CLUB will participate in "Ice Horizons" today and Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.
THE UNIVERSITY'S CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL
SOCIETY OF PERSHING RIFLES AND ROYAL
GREEN will sponsor its ninth annual Bowling Green Invitational Drill Meet Saturday, April 25, starting at 8
am
THE UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION
will sponsor a "Tipover" against the University of
Toledo, Monday, April 27, at 8 p.m., Grand Ballroom.

Moore tribute aired

Sibs events planned

WBGU 88.1 FM and WFAL MO AM will simulcast a
tribute to the late Dr. Hollis Moore today at 5 p.m.
Dr. Michael Ferrari, executive vice president and
provost; Dr. Richard Eakin, executive vice provost of
planning and budgeting; and Richard Edwards, vice
president to the president's office, are among the
speakers.
They will discuss Moore's contributions to the University, to the Bowling Green community and to education.
This is the first time in the history of WBGU FM and
WFAL AM that the two stations are simulcasting a program.

Several organizations on campus are sponsoring
special events for University students and their families
for little Sibs Weekend, April 24-26.
The Resident Student Association is sponsoring a carnival in the Forum of the Student Services Building
Saturday, April 25, from 12-4 pm
The Student Recreation Center is sponsoring a
"Spring Round-Up" from 7 p.m. until midnight tonight.
The western band "Blue Velvet" will perform and there
will be square dancing, a film, a diving exhibition,
games, contests, prizes and food. Admission to the rec
center will be 25 cents for siblings for the weekend.

Religious exhibit offers diversity
by Mary Barnes
News wire editor

Art work ranging from traditional
oil paintings and acrylics to ceramics,
weaving and welded steel all are part
of the 1981 Liturgical Arts Exhibit on
display now through May 1 in the
McFall Center Gallery.
The religious art exhibit, which
began April 5, is being sponsored by
St Thomas More University Parish.
Rev. John Blaser, pastor at St.
Thomas More and executive
secretary of the board of advisers for
the exhibit, said the exhibit is unique
because it shows cooperation between
the University and the church.
"It (the liturgical exhibit) is
something the University could not do
because of their stance as a state institution. It is something we can offer
to promote the arts and religion,"
Blaser said.

HE SAID a board of advisers
separate from the parish organized
the event. The board, comprised of
people of different faiths, was locking
for good quality art work and craftsmanship, works that would be expressive of the religious spirit, he
said. The purpose of the event is to encourage creative work in religious
art.
Entries were sought from colleges
and universities in the midwest as
well as through art and crafts
magazines, he said.
The board received over 100 applications and 55 artists were selected to
show their works. A few more works
were sought on an invitational basis,
be said. Twenty-five states and Mexico are represented in the show.
He said the liturgical exhibit may
receive national attention if a proposal to make a catalog and slide

show of the exhibit is accepted by the
National Endowments of the Arts.
BLASER SAID planning for the
liturgical exhibit began in December
1979. The first show was held in April
1979, but he said the current exhibit
displays new forms of art and does not
stick with traditional two-dimensional
forms as the Brat exhibit did.
The University provided the gallery
for the exhibit and other expenses are
funded by donations. He said the exhibit will not tour because of lack of
funds.
Blaser said a decision will be made
soon whether to hold a third exhibit.
The primary goal of the board is to
hold an exhibit every two years, but
he said, "It takes a lot of work to put a
show like this together." He added
that he feels the response to the show
has made it a success.

-_^TAR TRUC)\,-

photo by Al Fuchs
Matt Duris, a sophomore art major, views the work of one of 55 artists represented at the Liturgical Art
Exhibit, on display through May 1 In the McFall Center Gallery.
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FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
SPRING 1981
DAY OF EXAM
TIME

OF

MONDAY
6(8/81

TUESDAY
6/9181

8:30 M

8:30 W
11:30 W

WEDNESDAY
6/10/81

THURSDAY
6/11/81

FRIDAY
6/12/81

EXAM
DAY AND HOUR OF FIRST LECTURE
8:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

8:30 T

10:45 ».m
12:45 p.m.
1:15 p.m
3:15 p.m.

1:30 M

3:30 M

3:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

6:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

8:15 p.m.
10:15 p.m.

12:30 W
4:30 T

4:30 8 5:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.
MONDAY
EVENING CLASSES

5 30 p.m.
TUESDAY
EVENING CLASSES

4:30 8 5:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
EVENING CLASSES

THURSDAY
EVENING CLASSES

6:30 I 7:30 p.m.
MONDAY
EVENING CLASSES

6:30 & 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
EVENING CLASSES

6:30 4 7:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
EVENING CUSSES

6:30 8 7:30 p.m.
THURSDAY
EVENING CLASSES

8:00 8:00 p.m.

CS 101
CS 103

8:1510:15 p.m.

MIS20O

MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH

090
110
124
125

EXPLANATION
A class thai meets lor the first lecture lima In a week at 8:30 a.m. Tuesday (8:30 T) Is scheduled tor examination at 8:30 a.m. Thursday. 6/11/81
A class that meets lor the first time In a week at 12:30 p.m. Monday (12:30 M) Is scheduled for examination at 1:15 p.m. Monday. 678/81.
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Unwanted pets face
summer desertion

Classifieds.
tOTT AMD FOUND
Found: Dorm Room Key. Behind
Anderson Arm on Softball Flow
W. CatUlS64 or 124*4.
Loot: Drk. brn. BGSU lockol at
■toe Conttr. Dorm koy ond wallet
Inside pocktt. Reward. Jewel
HannaWMeaB.
LOST: 1 Ms.. 3-rlmed notebook
containing rotoorch proloct.
Need II despenieii Coll
354-1534.
INFORMATION concerning
STOLEN COWBOY MAT. twen
on 4/10/11. Will offer reword (or
any Info, leading to Its recovery.
I* you have It please return It. NO
oues aiked ItcanM Indentllled.
Sentimental and valuable to me.
Call Leslie Snater at 371-KM0 or

mat*.

LOST: Tl 57 calculator on April
20 Reward. No quettlons asked
Call Don 372 375»

SERVICI1 OFFRR1D
Early Abortion, tests lor
pregnancy and VD. blrtn control.
Call Toledo Medical Services
(41») 243 317*.

WANTED
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED
TO
SHARE
AFARTMBNT WITH THREE
OTHER OIRLSI CAMPUS
MANOR
APARTMENTSBEHIND DING'S. FOR 1112
SCHOOL YEARI CALL 372-4415.
Rmte. needed for I9ai i? school
year? Call Ed at 1-332 3203.
2 or 4 people to take over lease lor
apt. (E. Merry) lor Fall tl, Call
372-4011.
Fern, students to share apt.
Spring Quarter. Phone 352 7365
2 female rmtes. for fall 8162
school yr. 7 St. apt. Call CJ
357-4019 or Jamie 352 3520.
Musicians that have own equip:
Guitars, (rhythm, lead, bass,
lead singer, keyboards or a
combination) I have good PA &
drums. Willing to work many
hours a night. Must have a lot of
patience 8, a need to be the best.
Call 1423 S*3» Findlay.
'

HELP WANTED
Swim Pool Manager. Grand
Rapids, Ohio, Musi have WSI,
For furth. Info call any one of
these numbers: 832 3505,
S32-77»S, or 832 4802

PERSONALS
SIO EP BROTHERS: Beta Is
coming! One more week and
We'll DO "RIDING LIKE THE
WIND" again! Good luckl Love,
Goldenhearts.
SIG EP PLEDGES: Welcome to
the "House of the Heart". The
good times and friendships have
lust begun. Love. Goldenhearts.
GOLDENHEARTS: Good luck In
the Softball season, irs gonna be
akjt of funl Lot's go lor HI
Mary, How can it be? So
wonderfully terrific! Love, Keith

Reggae Musk Every Sunday
afternoon from 3:00 to 4:30 on
WBGU 00.1 FM.
Anyone Interested In working on
stage crew for the Miss BGSU
Pageant call Dean 372 58*2 or
Randl 372 322*.
To Rick, production mot. mefor
who I met at the PLAYPEN on
March n In Ft. Laud.. Florida.
PLEASE contact: Cedardale.
Aurora. III.. Oil) tM-2590. Would
like to talk soon! From Monica
Rekow.
Best Omelettes around. Comer
Kitchen 183 S. Main.
Phi Tau's. Looking forward to
our "old-fashioned" tea with you.
Nothing could be finer!...Get
Psyched I Love, the DO'S.
Buying gold & silver
Paying highest prices
Jewelry Box. 133 W. Wooster.
I'm Easy...I'm Cheap and I'm
Fast- with t-anlrts for your
group or organization. Call Tim
352 2780.
TKE-ROTC-Waterwars
Is
coming Sat. May 74.
Lasso your siblings and bring
them to the Student Roc Center
Spring ROUND-UP. April 24.
'midnight Don't forget to wear
your best western duds-Yahool
SUBS FOR SALE AT THE ZBT t
KD Houses April 25 8. 2e. One
dollar with this ad. Phone:
372 0326 or 372 2871.
ICE COLD BEER.
MAY IS-N.E. COMMONS
ICE COLD BEER.
Best Omelettes around. Corner
Kitchen 183 S. Main.
TKE-ROTC
Waterwars
Waterwars
Waterwars
Waterwars
Sat. May a.
Lasso your siblings and bring
them to the Student Rec Center
Spring Round-Up. April 24,
7 midnight Don't forget to wear
your best western duds-Yahoo!
The VI Is beck! The VI Is back!
May 22 College Park The VI Is
back! The VI Is backl May 22
College Park The VI Is backl
The VI Is back! May 22 College
Park
CANVASSERS
5.00 PER HR.
Canvassers needed for state wide
petition drive. Flexible hrs. Call
Rudy at 1 (419) 255-9*53.
ATO VIRGIN ISLANDER. MAY
22.
College Park VI VI VI VI
VI VI VI VI VI VI VI VI VI VI
Give your Saturday to Sunshine
Mini Marathon Saturday April
25. Register for the 2 or 6.2 mile
run at the Union April 20-24 or
day ot race.
Lasso your siblings and bring
them to the Student Rec Center
Spring Round-up. April 24,
7-mldnigt. •Don't forget to wear
your best western duds-Yahoo!
Sue Peirce Congratulations on
making Pommerettes. We're all
proud of you I Love, your Alpha
XI Sisters.
Friday Lunch Special at Sub-MaQuick. Chunk-lite tuna on plain
bagel with chips. 81.69. Served
from 10:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

THE RIZE BAND IS COMINO
TO
THE
ATO
VIRGIN
ISLANDER MAY II AT
COLL BOB PARK.
I need one bleacher seat for the
Michael Stanley Concert call
soon. 372 1613.
SAE's The Alpha Xl's are looking
forward to a great pledge day tea
with you Friday. Get Ready to
meet our "super" new pledges.
Love The Alpha Xl's.

Gamma Phi's * DU's we're
ready to TOGA tonight, so bo
sure to dross right! The Brothers
of Alpha Sigma Phi.
Be a SWEETHEART
Rush ATO SWEETHEARTS
Tuesday April»1:00
A candidate for Miss America
could be on tms campus _
Rush Rush Rush Rush Rush Rush
Rush
ATO III' SIS ATO III' Sis ATO III'
sot
April 28 April 20 April 28 April 26
Suzie ? Pammy Good Luck at
Cheer leading Finals! Your Alpha
Phi Sisters are rooting for you I!
Steve. Happy 21st Birthday. All
my love. Linda.

KATHY BRUCKER-HERE IS
SOME RECOGNITION FOR
SUCH A GOOD JOB IN JR.
EXEC. AND FOR GETTING A 4
POINT LAST QUARTER. KEEP
UP THE GOOD WORK, YOU
BRIGHT CRESCENT YOU.
GAMMA PHI'S ARE FROUDI
LOVE
AND PI
KAPPA
EPSILON. LAUREL.

T-shirts
T-shirts
T-shirts
TIM 7JM76*.

Kappa Delta pledges get psyched
for Friday nights party when the
Slg Eps will Initiate you into the
Greek System.
Congratulations Chip and Gina
on your Phi Psl lavalierlng.
C'mon twol Get Real) The Phi
Psl's.
Leslie B. thaler. We didn't think
L.J. was your typel Hope
Houston is as "good a time" as
you had altar the wedBlpaj.
WANT TO BUY THREE MSB
FLOOR SEAT TICKETS FOR A
GOOD PRICE! PLEASE HELPI
CALL 372-5119.

ALPHA
SIGMA
PHI
congratulates Rick Vendt & Lori
Hoffman on their pinning. May
your present happiness continue
throughout your future.
Dunbar Ounbar Ounbar
THE WEEKEND'S ARRIVED
DO DON'T BE TARDY
THE KAPPA SIGS
ARE THROWING A PARTY
Lll Linda-congratulations on
your engagement to Thorn. I wish
you all the happiness of a
lifetime. Chi O Love 8. Especially
Mine, Lynda.

"USUALLY there are a lot of puppies and kittens being
bom then and are a lot of students and other people who
just go away and leave their pets go without anyone to
take care of them," she said.
"If there's no other way, they (students) can take the
animal to a dog shelter," she said. "The main thing is to
be responsible for your pet.
"Make sure that the place where you're living allows
you to have pets. An animal is a living creature. Think of
it as a lifetime commitment," she said.

Couch/chair set-modern style.
Excell. cond. Best offer. 352-4232.
Apt. Sale Sat. 227 S. Mercer 115
Irom noon-6 p.m.
'74 KAW KZ *88. LOW MILES, 68
MPO.
EXCELLENT
CONDITION S375 CALL JS7-4740
V piece blk. drumset vistaiite.
excell
cond. make offer.
639-I9JJ.
'69 Toyota Corona, auto, runs
wall. 24 mpg S750. Call 352 4772
after 6 p.m.

Men of the Snake: Tonltes the
nlte, so get ready to party with
the Gammers—we'll do It up
right! In the Nu house or on the
deck, this tea will be the best!
The Gammers! PS. Help us
welcome our new baby squirrels.

Long hours ol planning and work
will all pay on at the Delta Zeta
stale Day held here at BO
tomorrown Best of luck to all the
sisters tor a very successful
dayn
Sisters of Kappa Delta come and
celebrate the wonders ol Spring
Friday night with the Brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsllon.
Best Omelettes around. Comer
Kitchen 183 S. Main.
Sherry Creed-Have a great
weekend! Love your Senior
Sponsor.
KD'S. PLEASE GIVE ME A
BREAK!! I'M REALLY NOT
THAT BAD. GOOD LUCK IN
THE BETAI ICE.

At the end of the school year many college students are
faced with the perplexing dilfnwmi of what to do with that
cute kitten or playful pup that grew Into a furry
monstrosity overnight Mom doesn't want it at home, and
the landlord forbids pets.
Tills is a common problem in most college towns,
Sylvia Uss, president of the Wood County Humane Society, said.
"Before you buy an animal you should check ahead of
time and then become a responsible pet owner," Lias
said. "If you have to get rid of your pet, there are many
different ways to make sure the animal is taken care of."

STUDENT COURT
Is currently accepting applications for the
1981-82 court staff. Applications may be
picked up in room 405, Student Services
Bldg., and must be returned NO LATER than
May 8, 1981.
Any questions may be answered by calling
the Student Court office at 372-2969. All
interested students are urged to apply.

FOR RENT
1 bdrm. apt. to sub-let summer
quarter or poss. 12 mo. lease. 41h
St. very roason. rent. 352-1847.
Apt., 2 bdrm.. furn.. tth and
High, ei 82 school year. Call
Rich 372-5542.
To Sublease: summer only.
Spacious 4 bdrm. house 2 blks.
from campus, seml-furn.
t2ta/mo. 352-232*.
4th St. apt. for sublet for
summer. 1 bdrm. 1230/mofcelec.
negotiable. 354-1239.
.
3 Ig. bedrms.. furn. apt., garage.
304 Conneaut S400o.. 8325/12 mo.
lease. 354-1279.
Excell. summer deal on 2 bdrm.,
turn /air cond . apts. very
reasonablel Call 352-4966
evenings.
4 bdrm. house, avail. June 15. '/>
bile. Irom campus. 352-7754.
Summer rental: 1 bdrm. turn.
S125/mo. 126 S. Summit
1 267 3341.
'

PADDY
MURPHY
803-81S Eighth Street (model apartment Is 803-5)
Two bedroom apartments. New carpeting, single
bath, gas heat with air conditioning available.
Laundry facilities in each building for your
convenience. Furnished and unfurnished units
available. Special price $150.00 per month plus
electric.

REDUCED SUMMER RATES
ON APTS. Call NEWLOVE
REALTY 352-5163.
Summer rentals-houses, apts..
and single rooms, near campus.
Phone 352 7365.
Summer: 831 Tth St. 2 bdrm. furn.
apt. 8450 lor entire summer. Call
John Newlove Real Estate
352 6553.
Summer: 521 E. Merry, 2 bdrm.
furn. apts. near university
S450/for entire summer Call John
Newlove Real Estate 353 6553
Furn., upper duplex for summer
and fall. Furn. lower duplex for
summer. 352-0839.
2 bdrm. furn. apt. 706 7th St Call
352 2663.
]40Vi Manvllle, 2 bdrm.. females
only, immed. possession. Near
university. Call John Newlove
Real Estate 352 65S3.

This oiler expires May 8.

CASETS
BUY ONE
CHILI OR VEGETABLE SOUP
GET ONE FREE
.

Sot. May lorii

\ /*7^ PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
*

Administrative
Publicity
J

LEASING FOR FALL
2 Bedroom Apts.

'CUP THIS COUPON"

20* OFF PURCHASE

Heat bid. 9 Mo. Furn.
Forest Apts.

OF FROSTED

$ i

EXPWES

Bendby

An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF

4-3M1

$

Committee Members of the Month for April

CONGRATULATIONS FROM ALL OF UAO I!

AUTOLITE
Bendix Autolite Corporation
P.O. Box 880
Fostoria, Ohio 44830
419-435-6655

"CUP THIS COUPON

EXPIRES

PAUL CLAY

Immediate opening for Programmer/Analyst with a BS degree. Minimum of
3 years experience preferably with IBM
System 370. Must be experienced with
COBOL, as well as CICS. Excellent compensation and benefit package for
qualified candidate. Write or call:

cr

Information Meeting- May 7 - 6 pn - Toft Room

J W^^

PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

MAURER-GREEN RENTALS
224 E. Wooster Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
352-0717

Applications for Booths must be submitted by May 4

PATTY GIFT

He Will Be Missed.

Ridge Manor Apartments • 519 Ridge Street
(model apartment Is 124) $150.00 per month
Includes utilities.

GOOD TIMES WEEKEND BOOTH APPLICATIONS

* Mlf ^ft

Remembers Dr. Hollis
A. Moore As A Man Of
Vision Arid Courage.

Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstln, 624,
058 a 670 Frazee Avenue (model apart. 818-4)
There are some units that are 2 bedroom and
some units that are 1 large dormer style
bedroom. The dormer style units are NEW. All
units will hold up to 4 students. They are
carpeted with 2 baths and furnished. Special
price $150.00 plus electric.

May 4-8

bottom Wmkend at College Park

The Department of
Ethnic Studies

516 E. Merry Avenue (model apartment Is #18)
Two bedroom apartments with carpeting,
dishwashers and garbage disposal. Special price
$150.00 plus electric.

[TOGETHER BG Seniors meet the '81 challenge

.

May 19th- 21st

Super Summer Rentals

(Napolewn M.)

4-30-81

YES

8380/Mo.

NO

$315/Mo.

No

S325/MO.

Luther II

CUP THIS COUPON "

(841 Eighth Si.)

FREE SINGLE

Luther!
(733-7 Manilla)

with the purchote of
Member National
Abortion Federation

TWO SINGLES

LICENSED BOARD CERTIFIED OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS
(MALE AND FEMALE DOCTORS)
• FREE PREGNANCY TEST
• CONFIDENTIAL CARE
• FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES
• MEDICAID AND ALL INSURANCES ACCEPTED

EXPIRES

Pendleton Realty
310 E. Wooster
353-3641 or 352-1619

440-81

9*****!^^^^^^^^^^^^^^* «■» » » »^S^^^^f

Bring a Friend !

• ABORTIONS PERFORMED UP TO 24 WEEKS LNMP

(IN DOCTORS OFFICE, SURGERY CENTER OR THE HOSPITAL)
• REDUCED FEES AND DEFERRED PAYMENTS

281-2445
14523 North line southgate
(Between I-75 and Toledo-oix)

^^a

Kirks Coin Laundry

961-1230
1420 St. Antoine Detroit
(Near creek Town)

Clean and con genial
Open 24 hours

FUTV

MEETS MEDICAL QUIDEUNES FOR MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
- T tiii.-il "

"»*«.»*

-*-■*■

-^

■*'■*

•*

Playground
709 S. Main
IA

A 4» A .Si
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Students prefer outdoor activity

Poll shows strong Reagan support

Spring brings dip in rec center use
by Backy Bradit
M*Ht WpOftf

number of people who come daily
ranges from BOO to 2,100, she said.

Spring quarter and warm weather
are competing for students' time with
the Student Recreation Center.

RacquetbaU remains one of the
most popular sports at the rec center
during spring quarter, with the courts
being reserved most of the day, while
basketball usage has declined.
The rec center Is most heavily used
in the evenings, she explained.

Hie rec center staff expects a
decline in the number of students who
will use the facility this quarter.
"The drop-off ia even greater when
the weather gets nicer," Karen Fletcher, assistant director of the rec
center, said.

TO BALANCE this lack of use, the
facility sponsors special events during
the spring and summer.
Events such as the triathlon, intramurals, Little Sibs Weekend,
special interest clinics and
miniworkshops are scheduled for
spring.

THE NUMBER of people who use
the rec center is tabulated daily. In
February, the average number of
students Monday through Friday was
2,300 and 1,900 over the weekend.
Although averages for this quarter
have not yet been compiled, the

During summer quarter, community members may use the rec center

NEW YORK (AP) - More than two
out of five Americans say Ronald
Reagan has accomplished more in the
for the same $31 fee that students aie opening months of his administration
than past presidents, an Associated
paying each quarter.
"This is a way to use the building Preas-NBC News poll says.
when the students are gone," Fletcher
As Reagan moves toward the end of
said, "and to bring in revenue in
another way (besides through student bis first 100 days in office, the public
has strong, positive feelings about
fees)."
him as a person and a generally high
REC CENTER hours are divided in- opinion of hU work as president
to prime and non-prime time. At
The assassination attempt March 30
prime time the center is used most - and Reagan's handling of it - apheavily by students, she said.
parently added to his store of goodwill
with the public. His ratings have
During non-prime time boors other soared to the highest levels yet in the
people including church and school wake of the shooting.
groups are permitted to use the rec
center.
THE LATEST AP-NBC News pell is
based on telephone interviews with
The rec center tries to structure its 1,904 adults across the country April
activities around student use as much 19-14 and was conducted in part for an
as possible, Fletcher said. "It's a stu- NBC News special on Reagan's 100
dent building."
days broadcast last night.

Americans say they think Reagan
has accomplished a good bit in bis
first months in office, but they were
not really surprised.
More than two out of five people - 42
percent - think Reagan has accomplished irwre than past presidents
in these first months in office. Fortysix percent said his accomplishments
have been little different from other
presidents and 7 percent said he has
done less.
TWO-THIRDS of those questioned
said Reagan's work bad been about
what they had expected of him, 27 percent said he bad been done better than
they had expected and 5 percent said
be had done worse.
Interestingly, those most impressed
by Reagan's work have been those
who voted for his opponents last fall.
Thirty-two percent of the registered
voters who voted for former President

Carter said Reagan has done better
than expected, while 40 percent of
those surveyed who voted for John
Anderson took that position. This compares to the 27 percent of Reagan
voters who said he has done better
than expected.
AMERICAN OPINION of Reagan's
work as president also surged following the assassination attempt
Sixty-six percent now say Reagan's
work is excellent or good, versus M
percent who said that in the late
February AP-NBC News poll.
Twenty-two percent said his work has
been "only fair," versus 21 percent
two months ago.
Five percent rated bis work poor
each month. Seven percent were not
sure this month, compared to IB percent before. Reagan's Job ratings now
stand higher than those given Carter
in the opening months of his presidency.
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BGSU REPUBLICAN CLUB
congratulates the
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k
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RENTING"""""* "*
FALL & SUMMER LEASING

Haven House
1515 E. Wooster
Piedmont
Apts.
8th & High
Birchwood
650 Sixth
Buckeye
649 Sixth
Meadowlark
818 Seventh
Small Bldgs.
7th
Complexes,

Houses,

Eff.,

1

& 2

CHERRYWOOD CLUB features
HEATED POOL & recreation

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St'.
Bdr.

INDOOR
facility.

PHI KAPPA PSI
Proudly Announces their
New Actives

2I4 Napoleon Rd.
352-1/95

Keith Rittenhouse
Brian Rock

Vice President- LISA GRIGSBY
Sectetary- CATHY GIBSON

Now Leasing lor Fall 1981
Efficiencies, Unfurnished - 2407m
or
Furnished All utilities Paid
One Bedroom, Unfurnished or Furnished
Monthly Heat Included
All Units Carpeting, New Drapes,
Qas or Electric Ranges,
Refrigerator, Trash Removal,
Laundry Facilities, Sauna, and
Swimming Pool

Treasurer- BILL SHAW
and special thanks to the

& SIBS SPECIAL SATURDAY
Situr^y May2S
M0pm-12 SM-rUtm

>.-^^^-0~'-.--v-~"-^--0-.'-0-^0^^.«<»^>v--^-_.

Black Tetras ... only 49*

*******

Jeff Becker

Each week Davy Jones Locker
will put a dillerent fish on sale.
Watch this space for your
lavorite fish Sales are good lor
one week

Bruning

Bill Keating

Mon Fri 11:00 8 00
Sal 10:005.00
Sun. Closed

Steve Levitt
Chris Renn

Located Between Ben
Franklin & The Mini Mall

Carlos Castrilto

Tipover for Hemophilia
Good Luck "PUSHOVERS"
Mary Lou Clyde

Sheldon Finkelstein
Rena Buchan

HAIR DESIGNERS
SM*w»Nao.l.G.]J2<2itr>
Mae* »%■ wowv* w-usi
MSIMfl.flnifav434.fWI)

M€iU5

COLUMBUS
CHILDREN'S
HOSPITAL

Dixie Electric Co.
lac.
Utility

A*

AC/IM)

PARTY

Little Kings Special
Friday, April 24th

HIKE-BIKE

This Friday we're powering up to party to
the rock 'n' roll of AC/DC. And to get
you in the mood to party we're running
Little Kings on special
all nite long!!

in Bowling Green

COHAN'S

We invite you to become involved in our dynamic nursing
environment where nurses experience progressive patient
care programs, participative management, primary nursing
concepts, expended nursing roles, and Individual, professional growth.
Columbus Children's Hospital provides comprehensive,
family-centered care for patients who range in age from
neonates to young adults, in settings from multidisciplinary
intensive care to preventive, outpatient clinics.
You will work in collaboration with experienced nursing
colleagues who serve as resource personnel and enhance
your ability to manage the complex nursing care our patients
and families require.
For additional information regarding professional nursing
at one of the nation's largest, most progressive pedlatric
hospitals, we cordially invite you to contact:

Mary Bath Vahala

at Woodlane School

with this coupon

IF NURSING IS YOUR
PRIMARY INTEREST...

DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN S ONLY
FULL LINE PET SHOP
178 S Main
354188S-

B6 -VS- UofT

Kan Markward

out-going officers

No Cover

FISH OF THE WEEK

John Fischer

Mike

President- PAUL WORONICKI

MtlAflA
fill■■■! 1—1
***- —' ' PHJ5K
- 1/anCffK]
- OOfll
esrs

Roger Sanchez

*****

new officers

Meadow View Court

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St.
Phone 352-9378

• Saturday, May 2
• Rain-date May 9
From 9 o'clock to 4 pm
Top Prizes: 4 ten-speed bicycles

For the best rock
and the best party in town.
come to the
DIXIE!!

Sponsor sheets available from WKIQ, Woodlane School,
McDonald's, and other B.C. businesses
COW PlUG *OUMUl' m
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Sports
Garland grip
scores big

Golfers home for tourney
by Chrlatopher Sheet
Nawj aporta adltor

like a man without a home, Bowling Green
has been making the rounds this season
without the chance to play a competitive
round on its own 18 holes.
BG's homes away from home this month
have been in the warmer dJMJM of Kissimmee, Fla., Huntington W.Va., and Richmond
Ky., before last weekend's trips to Columbus
and Toledo.
But on this day, with almost half of their
season behind them, the Falcon golfers take to
the first tee on their home turf. To them, the
grass has never looked greener.
Along with 14 other teams, BG will tee off in
the twelfth annual Falcon Invitational, beginning today at 11:30 a.m., at the par 72,
6,477-yard University Golf Course.
TOMORROW.the final round of the 3Wwle
tourney begins at 8:30 a.m. The top three
teams after today's play are scheduled to tee
off on the par 5, 540-yard first hole two hours
later.
The Falcons are out to better last year's
third place finish in the tourney, and could
stand a good chance of doing just that. With
last year's winner, Ohio State, and runner-up,
Michigan, playing elsewhere this weekend,
BG returns as the top team from a year ago.
The Buckeyes' second team fired a 728 last
April to win the championship by 13 strokes
over Michigan, and by 14 over BG.
BG also returns with senior captain John
Spengler leading the way, as he did last year,
placing in a tie for third in the individual competition. Spengler, an all-Mid-American Conference placekicker for two consecutive years
and all-MAC golfer last year, glided to a first
round-leading score of 68, before cooling off to
a 75 the second day.
After winning last Monday's Barney Francis Memorial Tournament in Toledo, Spengler
enters today's play with a 76.6 stroke average,
BG's best.
HE WILL be joined by teammates Gary
Battistoni (77.1 average), Jean LaRochelle
(77.4), Mike Dzienny (81.4), Brad Turner
(79.1) and Alan Chippindale (84.3).

The Falcons performance to date has been,
at best, erratic, with last Monday's win being
compensated by their 16tb-place performance
in the Kepler Invitational, played the previous
three days on Ohio State's Scarlet layout
"I'm not worried about it, but I'm not
satisfied with their play either," BG coach
John Piper said. "I've said before that we
have to get low scoring out of Battistoni and
Spengler and decent scoring from our other
people. We're not getting that"
"LaRochelle is scoring about where our
three-through-six men should be scoring, but
our one and two people (Spengler and Battistoni) must play better."
One man who could push the BG ranks to
lower scores is Toledo's Tim Hirt, considered
by Piper a challenger to Spengler for medalist
honors.
"I THINK Toledo will be a factor if Tim Hirt
gets his game in gear," Piper said. "He has
won the MAC championship for the last two
years and usually breaks loose with good
scores at the Falcon (tourney)."
like Spengler, Hirt has been averaging
more than 76 strokes per round. The Rocket
senior who, last year, became the first MAC
player ever invited to the prestigious Sun Bowl
Tournament, shot a 78 in the Barney Francis
tourney.
Little-known Campbell College of Buies
Creek, N.C., is the newcomer to this year's
tourney.
"They (Campbell) are a Division I school
with aspirations of becoming a national power
in golf," he said. "I expect they will be a
definite factor."
"I don't know about Ohio (University, defending MAC champion). They usually bring four
of their top six up. In the past, he (OU coach
Kermit Blosser) has used the Falcon as a final
tune-up for the MAC Invitational, (played Sunday and Monday in Kalamazoo, Mich.)
BG, Campbell, Toledo and Ohio will compete in the tourney's University Division with
Central Michigan, Cincinnate, Arkon and
Xavier.
Ashland, Defiance, Denison, Findlay, Ohio
Northern, Wright State and Youngstown will
be in the College Division.

staff photo by Al Fuchs
Bowling Green freshman Karl Smith takes In a practice round on the eve of the
Falcon Invitational. The 36-hole tourney begins at 11:30 a.m. today.

CLEVELAND (AP) - Wayne
Garland has dealt with various pains
in the but few years of his baseball
career. But thanks to a sports announcer and a former catcher turned
pitching coach, the Cleveland Indians'
righthander is strong as ever- and
proving It
Garland will take the mound tonight
for the Indians against the Texas
Rangers looking for his second
straight shutout. Cleveland pitching
has been nearly phenomenal this
season, with Indians' pitchers hurling
three shutouts in the last week.
After his 1-0 shutout of the
Milwaukee Brewers last Thursday,
Garland gave the credit to radio announcer Herb Score.
"HERBIE helped me with my
slider," Garland said. "He showed me
a new way to grip it Against the
Brewers, I had the best slider of my
life."
Score and Garland discussed
Garland's pitching during spring
training and after deciding his slider
needed work, Score offered some tips.
"I told him to put a little more
pressure on his middle finger and bold
the ball a little off center," said Score,
who once won 20 games in a season for
the Indians.
Indians' pitching coach Dave Duncan caught Garland when Garland
was a 20-game winner with the
Baltimore Orioles. Shortly after coming to the Indians as a free agent in
1976, Garland tore a rotator cuff in his
shoulder. The road back from surgery
in 1978 was a long one.
"AT TIMES Duncan had more confidence in me than I had in myself. He
always believed I could come back
and he worked and talked with me. I
owe him a lot," Garland said.
"The thing that really pleases me is
that Wayne has been consistent all
spring," Duncan said. "He has pitched seven times and really has not been
hit hard."

BG, UT renew 'healthy' rivalry with MAC survival on line
by Joe Menzer
News assistant sports editor

BG badly needs to sweep UT to stay
in the chase for the Mid-American
Conference title, but the Rockets sure"The rivalry" flourishes in every ly will have a sweep on their minds
sport, and baseball is no exception. when the first pitch is thrown in
When Toledo and Bowling Green tomorrow's 1 p.m. twinbill.
square off in a doubleheader tomorrow, "the rivalry" will once again be
THE FALCONS are 4-4 in the MAC
in full swing.
and 12-15-1 overall, while UT was 3-4
and 19-13 before yesterday's
"The geographic location (of the doubleheader at Spring Arbor.
two schools) is so close that is makes
it natural, but it is a healthy rivalry,"
Barring BG's attempt at a sweep
BG coach Don Purvis said. "They just will be UT's 64,160-pound lefthander
go out and compete In the ballgame Stan Clarke, who salvaged a split for
and when it is over there are no hard UT in last year's doubleheader
feelings. That's the way it should be." against the Falcons with a 7-0 shutout.

BG won the first game last year, 8-6.
Clarke, however, has been hit hard
in his last two starts for the Rockets,
but the heavily-scouted junior still
owns a 4-0 record and a respectable
3.85 earned run average.
"He's a fine collegiate pitcher. He
had an outstanding game against us
last year," Purvis said. "He's had a
couple of outings that were not his
best, but like every good athlete he is
going to bounce back. He is capable of
having an outstanding game any time.
I just hope it's not against us."
THE FALCONS will counter with
Keith Imhoff and P.D. Elber in the

two games, and Purvis has a wellrested staff if either of the senior
hurlers falters.
"Our pitchers basically have been
doing a good job lately - really since
we returned from Florida," Purvis
said.
But sloppy fielding, inconsistent hitting and costly mental errors have
plagued the Falcons.
"We are making more mental
mistakes than I want to see," Purvis
said. "We have to start correcting our
inconsistencies on defense."
Last Tuesday's doubleheader
against Ashland marked the return of

Bob Zielinski and John Leovich, two
Falcon players that could help BG
against both the Rockets this weekend
and down the stretch, when BG will be
fighting to stay in the MAC race.
ZIELINSKI, who hit .294 as a
regular last year, returned to the
lineup in the opener against Ashland
for the first time since the second
game of BG's Florida trip and had a
pair of hits.
Purvis said that Zielinski's knee has
responded well to the playing time he
received Tuesday, but that it is still
uncertain whether the 5-11,175-pound
junior can play on a regular basis.

"He will be available this
weekend," Purvis added. "We'll just
have to wait and see just how much he
is able to do."
Leovich will not see action this
weekend, but he is "getting better all
the time,"Purvis said.
Leovich pitched four-and-one-third
innings against Ashland and gave up
just two earned runs.
Despite the fact that the Falcons
dropped three of four MAC contests
last weekend at Steller Field against
Northern Illinois and Western
Michigan, Purvis said that he still
feels that the Falcons have a
legitimate shot at the title.

Banquet honors Falcon leadership on both ice and court
George McPhee and Brian
MacLellan have been re-elected as
the captains of the 1981-82 Bowling
Green hockey team. The announcement was made by Coach Jerry York
at the team's banquet last Wednesday.

Junior Marcus Newbern and
sophomore David Greer have been
elected co-captains of the 1981-82
Bowling Green basketball team.
Coach John Welnert made the announcement at the team's banquet
last Wednesday.

The banquet also honored last
year's basketball team as a whole that
earned a share of the Mid-American
Conference Championship.
McPhee and MacLellan served as
co-captains last season. McPhee, who
is the sixth highest scorer in BG
history entering his senior season,
also received two awards at the banquet He was selected as the team's
most valuable player and most
outstanding forward. It is the second
year in a row that he has won the
Outstanding Forward Award.

MacLellan, who successfully made
the transition from left wing to
defense late in the season, received
the Most Improved Player Award. He
is expected to remain on defense for
his senior season after his impressive
showing there during the final weeks
of the season.
SENIOR Wally Charko received the
Coach's Award for his attitude and effort A first team academic all-CCHA
selection along with McPhee, Charko
tended goal for four years for the
Falcons

Soar with UAO

Pasta, Pasta!

Aprtt26 8:00amto4:00pm
In Montpetter, Ohio

(SERVED 6:00 - 10:00 PM)

Monday. April 27th
Pasta Con Vardara-A delightful
combination of paita. cream and sautred
vegetable*, garnished with herbs and toaated
nuts.

Tuesday. April 28th

Freshman Mike Pikul received the
Most Outstanding Def enseman Award
after an excellent rookie season both
offensively - five goals and 23 assists
- and defensively, freshman center
John Samanski, the team's third
leading scorer with 17 goals and 22
assists, received the Bob Beers
Trophy as the rookie of the year.
Newbern, a 6-2 guard, was a cocaptain of the team last season. He
averaged 12.6 points per game and
received honorable mention in the allMAC balloting.
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Sign-ups start April 13-24th
$20 for flight -$5 extra for instructions: logbook
$2 transportation fee upon sign-up
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Alaaond Fcttaciaa - A delicious blend
of cheeses, ham and spices, lossed with
fettudne noodles and garnished with almonds.
Wednesday. April 29th
Unsnainl WHh White Caaaa Sauce
- A rich while wtne and cream eauc* keenly
dotted wtth clams.
Thursday. April 30th
Fettudne Al Polio - Chicken sauteed
with white wine, added to fettuclne noodles
and cheese sauce, topped with a sprinkling of
parmesan.
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NOW RENTING

ROLLER SKATES
2 hour
minimum

Sl/hour
904 E Wooster St.
(next to TO's)
Phone 352-4572

BIKE & SKI

Hours:
10-5:30 Mon-Fri
10-5 Sot

Greer, the team's 5-9 point guard,
Faine finished an outstanding BG
also received honorable mention all- career with his best season, averaging
MAC this year. After missing the first 18.2 points and 4.0 rebounds per game.
two games with a sprained ankle, He scored 1,409 points at BG to finish
Greer averaged 39 minutes per game, as the seventh highest scorer in
averaged 10.4 points per game, hit 55 Falcon basketball history.
percent from the field and 80 percent
from the free throw line, and led the
Jenkins, 6-5 forward, was the
MAC in assists with 189.
Falcons' sixth man this year and was
WEINERT also presented awards an obvious choice as the best defento senior Joe Faine as the team's most sive player. Despite ranking eighth on
valuable player, and to freshman the team in minutes played, he was
David Jenkins as the best defensive fourth in steals with 22 and third In
player.
blocked shots with It
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KAPPA SIGMA

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS NEW OFFICERS
C0N6RATUL4TWNS
Grand Master
Grand Procurator
Grand Master of Ceremonies
Grand Scribe
Grand Treasurer
Aast. Treasurer
Steward
Social Chairman
Athletic Chairman
House Managers
Guards
Scholarship Chairman
Alumni Correspondent
Historian
IFC Represent stive
Public Relations
Lll Sis Advisor

Doug Abercromble
Greg Colllster
John Gehrhardt
Dave Seldel
Steve Stanley
Burt Klein
Donn Shade
John Lyons
Joe DeJohn
Bill Bullock, Gralg Preston
Joe DeJohn, John Jeffries
Mitch Mllllgan
Scott Smith
Steve Levlne
Don Lane
David Wood
Al Nagy III
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Also, we would Ilka to recognize our paat officers for their difficult jobs
wall dona.
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